Corporate Payment Systems

U.S. Bank Voyager
Maintenance Solution

Properly maintaining fleet vehicles not only keeps drivers safe, it keeps your business moving. The Voyager Maintenance Solution does both and helps fleets to easily manage routine maintenance and emergency repairs with built-in controls and access to granular details for all work performed. Now maintenance expenses can be fully integrated with fuel purchases for a holistic view across your Voyager Fleet Program and insight into the total cost of ownership. The Voyager Maintenance Solution delivers innovative, cardless payments and:

Enhanced data and controls – All maintenance requests follow automated workflow and authorization processes so that you can more effectively manage expenses without surprises. Get all the details, including part numbers.

Increased cost savings and efficiencies – Control what, when and where all repairs and services can be performed. Streamline maintenance management to save time for you and your drivers.

Centralized program and billing – Manage a single bill reflecting all fuel and maintenance expenses, simplifying overall fleet management.
Learn more about the Voyager Maintenance Solution

For more information about the Voyager Maintenance Solution, contact your U.S. Bank representative or email us at intouchwithus@usbank.com.